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Abstract. Digitalization affects research in such a way that new research sub-

jects, methods, and infrastructures arise. Data, interdisciplinarity, and replicabil-

ity are becoming increasingly important in research. The question arises how to 

best support research that combines and reflects these trends in the digital age. In 

our study, a digital research platform constitutes the envisioned solution artifact 

and a suitable approach to address this field of tension. Therefore, we ask: How 

should a digital research platform be designed for replicability in interdiscipli-

nary research projects? We derive three tentative design principles (DP) for a 

digital research platform in preparation for an upcoming interdisciplinary re-

search project with representatives from the mechanical engineering, mathemat-

ics, computer science, and information systems disciplines. Drawing on existing 

literature and case requirements, we identified the principles of (DP1) Collabo-

rative Engagement, (DP2) Archiving, and (DP3) Virtualized Research Setting. 

We contribute with our prescriptive knowledge to the design knowledge of digital 

research platforms. 
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1 Introduction 

In the age of digitalization and global networks, all areas of the economy and society 

are undergoing a profound change. In this context, research with its primary goal of 

gaining knowledge is not only investigating many aspects of this transformation, it is 

changing, too. Consequently, the phenomenon of digitalization impacts research in 

multiple ways: (1) New research subjects in the field of digitalization; each digital in-

novation, such as blockchain infrastructures, artificial intelligence (AI), or the Internet 

of Things, expands the solution space for information systems (IS) design and influ-

ences potential impacts on society, both studied by our discipline. (2) New data- and 

technology-driven research methods that focus on large data sets and apply computer-

ized analysis; (3) New types of research infrastructure and research organization sup-

ported by digital tools; as a result, research activities are more and more shifting to 

digital platforms that support location- and time-independent collaboration as well as 

the exchange of research data within and between various scientific disciplines. 
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In addition to such multi-faceted digitalization phenomena in research we can ob-

serve three major trends affecting the way of how researchers gain insights and collab-

orate. On the one hand, data-driven research meanwhile complements theory-driven 

research in IS as well as in other disciplines [1]. At the same time, globalized science, 

which requires mutually complementary competences to solve complex problems re-

sults in digital and interdisciplinary collaboration among researchers [2]. Not only, but 

also with regard to interdisciplinarity the third trend – replicability of research – gains 

relevance. Research setups by researchers from different disciplines, like experiments 

or data analyses, must be repeatable and comprehensible in detail for the collaboration 

partners in order to prevent misinterpretations and misunderstandings and to enable 

interdisciplinary exchange. In this tension, the IS discipline can contribute to increase 

the rigor of research through replication mechanisms and it can, especially with its de-

sign orientation, act as an interface discipline in interdisciplinary research teams [3]. 

We are currently preparing a multi-year research project on interdisciplinary collab-

oration with a focus on the manufacturing context with simulation and AI-based pre-

diction. Various representatives from the mechanical engineering, computer science, 

mathematics, and IS disciplines will participate. In order to benefit from value propo-

sitions claimed by the three aforementioned trends we formulate our research question 

as follows: How should a digital research platform be designed for replicability in in-

terdisciplinary research projects?  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we characterize the 

three perspective we are aiming for and derive requirements for the platform design 

from literature. After the research approach in Section 3 we present in Section 4 further 

design requirements originating from our project, platform design features and tentative 

design principles. In Section 5 we discuss the contributions and future work.  

2 Foundations 

In the following we briefly characterize the three aspects of data-driven, interdiscipli-

nary, and replicable research and present initial requirements from literature (LR).  

The megatrend of digitalization affects research because traditional research meth-

ods are increasingly complemented by new technologies and data-driven approaches 

[4]. In this context, we define data-driven research as the creation and exploratory anal-

ysis of data to gain insights about interesting phenomena, e.g. by identifying patterns 

within in the data [1]. Algorithms and machine learning are allowing the analysis of 

large amounts of data and the prediction (e.g. by simulation) of results [5]. Therefore, 

we derive the requirements related to data-driven research (LR1.1): The design of a 

data-driven research platform should enable users to exchange research data efficiently. 

Furthermore (LR1.2): The design of a data-driven research platform should allow vir-

tualization and simulation of research corresponding to reality.  

Solving a complex multidimensional problem often requires the involvement of sev-

eral disciplines as well as heterogeneous and interdisciplinary collaboration in order to 

foster radically new and merged concepts [3]. We understand interdisciplinarity as the 

collaboration of two or more disciplines with their theories and concepts to make 
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(integrated) contributions to one's own and other disciplines or in their common inter-

sections [3]. The success of interdisciplinary projects depends on various factors. A 

mutual understanding of research methods and results, as well as a consistent vocabu-

lary among researchers from different disciplines, are seen as key success factors [2]. 

Consequently, we formulate (LR2): The design of a digital interdisciplinary research 

platform should reduce the cognitive discrepancy between the heterogeneous users.  

Our third perspective refers to the replicability of research. Replicability constitutes 

a fundamental requirement in physical sciences, and its relevance in social sciences 

continuously grows [6, 7]. In general, replicability in IS refers to the capability to solve 

a problem by reproducing or verifying the same artifact (model, theory, or principle) 

with different data drawn from a different sample (or sampling) of the same population 

(or socio-economic environment) in the same spatio-temporal context [8]. Thus, the 

main focus lies on the actual repeatability of studies and calculations rather than on the 

sole traceability of results [6, 8]. The availability and completeness of documents and 

data, especially on theory, method, and context of the research to be replicated, must 

be ensured to enable such recalculations [7]. Technical procedures to support replica-

bility include sandboxing for isolation and (data) snapshotting for archiving [9]. There-

fore, we finally derive (LR3.1): The design of a digital research platform focusing on 

replicability should isolate and archive the digital representation of the research setup. 

Furthermore (LR3.2): The design of a digital research platform focusing on replicabil-

ity should support transparency and comprehensibility of research. 

3 Research Approach 

The goal is to develop a digital research platform for replicability in an interdisciplinary 

research project. In contrast to network platforms such as ResearchGate or data repos-

itories, we aim for an engagement and interaction platform on which virtualized re-

search of interdisciplinary teams can occur. We systematically derived requirements, 

features, and tentative design principles (DPs) for this platform, referring to Kuechler 

and Vaishnavi’s design science research framework [10]. 

Awareness of Problem: Initially, we collected data in focus groups and workshops for 

the problem description and suggested solution in the interdisciplinary project [11]. We 

conducted four focus group interviews (ca. 1 h each) and eight meeting rounds with 

workshop components (2 to 2,5 h each) with all involved researchers from the different 

disciplines during the setup phase of the project. The goal was to understand the prob-

lem, develop a joint solution approach, and gather case requirements (CR).  

Suggestion: Our suggestion is to develop a digital research platform for replicability in 

interdisciplinary research projects. We base our proposal on a combination of gathered 

requirements from literature (LR) and our case (CR). From those requirements we de-

rive design features (DF), which represent planned components of the digital platform 

for our case. The platform aims to enable interdisciplinary research teams, e.g., to con-

duct experiments virtually and to make all phases of this research process replicable. 

Development & Evaluation: We derived tentative design principles following [12] to 

provide a starting point for the platform development. Throughout the project, the 
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requirements engineering will continue, and an agile development of the platform is 

planned. The evaluation will follow the human risk and effectiveness strategy, starting 

with an artificial evaluation (e.g., testing against our defined requirements) and quickly 

moving to a naturalistic evaluation (e.g., interventions in our project setting) [13].  

4 An Interdisciplinary Research Platform for Replicability 

Awareness of Problem: Our project's problem setting is that tests on physical objects 

and experimental setups in mechanical engineering are time and material consuming, 

but not sustainable and often unnecessary considering today's digital technologies, e.g. 

for simulating material behavior. Thus, the mechanical engineers told us they would 

like to store generated sensor data from their experiments "just somewhere" (CR1). The 

data should be used to train an AI system that can predict future experiment results 

(CR2). The process should be automated (CR3), and, if possible, the predictions should 

be used to derive suggestions for adjustments in the experimental setups (CR4).  

The data are transferred to researchers from other disciplines (mathematics and com-

puter science) to perform modeling and calculations in the studied case. However, the 

researchers expressed concern in the interviews that the results could be confusing and 

incomprehensible. Therefore, versioning capabilities of raw and processed data and 

models were identified as a requirement (CR5). In addition, computer scientists and 

mathematicians emphasized the integration of other data management infrastructures 

in a transparent way to users (CR6). In the interviews, it became apparent that the var-

ious researchers preferred familiar user interfaces, varying from programming inter-

faces to search masks or wizards. Therefore, the last requirement we identified was the 

need for different access options for the different disciplines (CR7). 

Suggestion: Fig. 1 shows the components of the future digital research platform as 

design features derived from the literature and case requirements and how they lead to 

our tentative DPs. For easy data storage, a data lake (DF1) was defined as the repository 

of all data. The data navigation (DF2) will provide a semantic layer, e.g., to retrieve 

research data from the data lake and to facilitate the research platform's use. The view-

based interfaces (DF3) ensure that different researchers have different access options. 

For the automated and virtualized research experiments, data pipelines (DF4) for data 

processing and a simulation and prediction component (DF5) for calculating the results 

were identified as essential components. The data pipelines should lead the data from 

the generation at the sensor up to the input into the simulation and prediction compo-

nent, which is planned as an AI system based on mathematical models. Finally, a snap-

shot and isolation component (DF6) will enable the versioning of all research data. In 

addition to data and metadata storage, the containerization of the simulation and pre-

diction components is planned with the latter.  

Derivation of Tentative Design Principles: In preparation for the first design phase 

in the project, we derived three tentative design principles that capture the core concepts 

of the envisioned digital research platform. The design principles of (DP1) Collabora-

tive Engagement, (DP2) Archiving, and (DP3) Virtualized Research Setting will guide 
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us in the initial design of the platform prototype and will be iteratively revised and 

refined. In detail, our design principles are as follows:  

(DP1) Principle of Collaborative Engagement: To allow researchers in an inter-

disciplinary research project to engage and leverage a shared research platform, provide 

view-based interfaces, and enable data navigation because interdisciplinary research 

teams with shared world views will perform higher [3]. 

 

Fig. 1. Derivation of Design Principles. 

(DP2) Principle of Archiving: To allow researchers in an interdisciplinary research 

project to conduct their research replicably, provide storage and archiving mechanisms 

at all levels of data processing because sandboxing and snapshotting enable the com-

prehensibility and repeatability of digitally supported research [9]. 

(DP3) Principle of Virtualized Research Setting: To allow researchers in an inter-

disciplinary research project to virtually conduct and simulate their research, provide a 

computerized core for simulations and prediction and a data pipeline to extract from 

the storage because researchers can leverage data-driven approaches to examine com-

plex phenomena in a resource-efficient manner [5]. 

We could capture all design requirements and features in our design principles resulting 

in the first concrete recommendations for the design of the digital research platform. 

5 Contribution and Future Work 

In this research-in-progress paper, we address how to design a digital platform for data-

driven, interdisciplinary, and replicable research. To this end, we derive three tentative 

design principles abstracted from six design features, which are based on five literature 

(DP1) Principle of 
Collaborative  Engagement

(LR1.1) …allow users to exchange research data

(CR6) …provide transparent connectivity with 
other data management infrastructures

(CR7) …provide different access options for the 
various researchers

(LR2) …reduce the cognitive discrepancy 
between the heterogeneous users 

(DF6) Snapshot and 
isolation component

(DF3) View-based 
interfaces

(DF1) Data lake

(DF5)  Simulation and 
prediction component

(DF4)  Data pipeline 

(DF2) Data navigation 

(DP3) Principle of 
Virtualized Research Setting

(DP2) Principle of Archiving 

(LR3.1) …isolate and archive the digital 
representation of the research setup

(CR1) …offer easy and fast storage of research 
data

(CR5) …allow versioning of all data from raw, 
processed to models

(CR2) …enable predictions and simulations of 
research subjects

(CR3) …(pre)-process research data in an 
automated way

(LR1.2) …allow virtualization and simulation of 
research corresponding to reality

(CR4) …provide feed-back mechanisms 
between virtual and real environment

(LR3.2) …support transparency and 
comprehensibility of research

Design Principles
Design Requirements

The digital research platform has to…
Design Features
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and seven case requirements. Hereby, we provide cumulated prescriptive knowledge 

and thus contribute to the knowledge base of digital research platforms. 

In subsequent research, we plan to extend our tentative design principles by consid-

ering and including further design requirements. Flexibility might constitute another 

emerging requirement where the platform can be easily adjusted to new situations, such 

as integrating new researchers. Our interview partners indicated openness to new col-

laborations on the platform as a potential future requirement. Furthermore, more re-

search needs to be done to confirm our derived design principles – which we plan by 

an actual instantiation of our principles. The preliminary nature and high abstraction of 

our design principles also represents a limitation. Accordingly, it should be emphasized 

that completeness cannot be assumed at this stage. Seven of our requirements arise from 

our project case, thus, general transferability of all requirements to other contexts might 

not be given. Nevertheless, our research provides an initial building block for further 

work on digital research platforms focusing on interdisciplinary and replicability. It can 

offer relevant insights into the practice of interdisciplinary research projects.  
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